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Introduction 
 

 The objective of this variant is to be able to play Starcraft the board game on a 

battle field map rather than a space map. This variant is compatible with the original rules 

and my Starcraft Lite variant rules (See Starcraft Lite rules for more information). 

 

 The basic idea is that each planet is composed of a 2, 3 or 4 hex tile that can be 

placed adjacent to other tiles. Each group of hex works like a planet for rule purpose. The 

tiles are connected with each other without the need of transports. But transport can allow 

you to fly over rivers and occupied hex.  

 

Printing the game 
 

 You will have to print and cut yourself the hex tiles for the map. Just print the file 

on paper or cardboard, mount it on cardboard, foam core or cork sheet and you should 

have tiles ready. There are 12 sheets of tiles to print. You don’t need to print all the tiles 

if you do not have the Brood War expansion. In this case, you can skip printing page 8-11 

since you do not have the resource cards for these tiles. 

 

 I want to make a clear distinction between a hex and a tile. A tile is composed of 2 

to 5 hex and works like a planet. Each tile, except water, is surrounded by a double line 

border. A hex is a territory on a tile that can be occupied by units. When you cut out the 

tiles, you cut around the double lined so that you end up with groups of hexes. You never 

cut hexes individually except for the water hexes on the last page. 

 

Setup the game 
 

 For setting up the game there is a few changes to make. Players do not start with a 

transport but they start with a base. There are some rules to setup the tiles and some cards 

needs to be removed. 

 

Tile setup 
 

 The tile setup works almost like the original game. Give 2 planets (tiles) to each 

player. Then one player after another place a tile on the board and can decide to put a 

base or not on the tile. There are some rules to follow when placing tiles except for the 

first one that you just place in the middle of the table. 



 

 A new placed tile must always have at least 1 valid connection with a tile already 

in play. In the basic game there is 2 types of hex on a tile: the high and the low grounds. 

A connection is valid if at least 1 hex is adjacent to another hex of the same level. For 

example, if a 2 hex tile with an combination of High/Low grounds touch a 2nd tile with a 

combination of Low/Low ground. In this case the connection is valid, because at least 2 

low grounds touch each other.   

 

 When all setup is complete, one player after another can place the remaining 

water hex in order to fill up the holes in the middle of the map or connect other planet 

tiles together. You generally want to place water hex to connect 2 planet tiles which are 

not connected by ground or to create another connection point. 

 

Cards to change 
 

 Since there is no more space connections, there is some cards that needs to be 

changed. Here is the list: 

 

Emergency Rerouting: Move 2 empty transports from any tile to any another tile OR gain 

1 free transport on any tile where you have units. 

Stellar Maelstrom: Select a tile. Any transports on that tile are destroyed. 

Invasion preparation: Gain 1 free transports on 2 different tiles OR … 

Navigation Error: Gains 1 free transport on any tile where you have units. 

 

Playing the game 
 

 The game plays as the usual. Each tile has the name of the planet, so that you 

could use the corresponding resource cards, and there is an hexagon to place your order 

tokens. The orders are used to trigger any action on that tile. If you want to invade an 

adjacent tile, place a mobilize order on it and all other adjacent tiles connected to it will 

be able to send troops. 

 

Mobility Path 

 

 In this variant there is now a new concept called the path that must be followed 

during movement. In the original game, 2 planets needed to be connected by a transport. 

In this variant the 2 tiles must only be connected physically but you must be able to trace 

a path to the destination. If you can trace a path you can move your units from the 

starting hex to the destination hex. Players can move from 1 tile to another, they can 

never cross 2 or more tiles during their movements but they can cross any amount of hex. 

Since the largest tiles are 4 hexes large, you are not likely to cross more than 8 hex during 

a movement path. 

 

Enemy presence 
 In order to trace a valid path, all the hexes on the path except the last hex must not 

contain enemy units. Enemy units prevent you to reach your destination. If you are only 



moving flying units, the enemy can only block your path if some enemy units on the hex 

can attack air units. An enemy base is considered to be an enemy presence. 

 

High and low landscape 
 Flying units has no landscape restrictions, so they can easily trace any path. 

Ground units have no restriction when moving from a hex to another hex on the same 

tile. This is because there are ramps everywhere to make sure you can move from low to 

high grounds and vice versa. But when moving from a tile to another tile, the ground 

level of both hexes must match (low to low, or high to high).  

 

Underground caverns (Brood War expansion) 
 In Brood War, some tiles have underground caverns that can only hold ground 

units. These caverns are connected to any level of ground: low and high grounds. But 

only ground units can stop on this tile. Flying units can pass over the tile even if there are 

enemies but cannot stop on the tile. 

 

Islands and swamps (Brood War expansion) 
 This is another type of terrain in Brood War that can only hold flying units. So 

only flying units can stop and cross this kind of terrain. 

 

Moving over water 
 Water hexes are like bridges they connect 2 tiles together. A flying unit can leave 

a tile, enter a water hex and then enter a tile. You can only cross 1 water hex this way. 

You can never stop your movement on a water hex. 

 

Using Transports 
 A transport is a flying unit that can carry other units. A transport does not count in 

the unit limit of a tile. A transport can pick up any unit on its path, move to the next tile 

and drop all the units on the same hex.  

 

Anti-Air Module 
 Transports and flying units cannot land or cross hex which contains bases if that 

player has the anti-air module. Otherwise flying units can land or move over bases. 

 

Building Transports 

 

 Transports are not available for construction at the beginning of the game. In 

order to produce them a specific unit must be available. You need a base to build 

transports on a tile but it does not count in your unit limit. 

 

Protoss: Reavers must be available. 

Zerg: Queens must be available. 

Terran: Wraith must be available. 

 

 Transports are destroyed when the target hex of a movement path contains units 

that can attack Flying Units. 


